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Editorial
“Creativity is contagious, pass it on.” 

These six words, attributed to Einstein - probably mistakenly: they were found on the 

Internet - encapsulate the purpose of Piccalilli.  A whole community of ‘secret creatives’ 

thrives within Marlborough that, until many of us joined the Piccalilli editorial team, was 

operating completely under the radar.  This edition hopes to showcase and uncover some 

of that secret talent, to exhibit not just those creative pieces hastily scribbled under 

duress ‘because I had to for prep’, but those created for the sake of it.  The unspoken aim 

of this magazine is to nurture and feed the green tendrils of creativity that are emerging 

as the embarrassment associated with performance and expression seems to be 

dissipating - the Lent Term’s Own Works Reading is evidence of this.  However, this 

edition might seem a little girl-dominated.  No, Piccalilli hasn’t been converted by the 

all-female Editorial Team (minus Mylo) into an ardent advocate of positive discrimination 

and misandry, it just seems that girls of every year group are more willing to take 

creative risks.  To put it bluntly, we can’t publish boys’ work unless it’s there, so get 

writing/painting/photographing!

Look out for a new feature in this edition: an OM column has been established so that 

current students can be updated about the creative endeavours of those who might once 

have been published in this very magazine.  The inaugural OM contribution is an open 

letter about sexual assault written by Ione Wells which, although not strictly creative 

writing, nevertheless deserves to be seen.

So: read, enjoy, and, most importantly, try it out for yourself.

Rosie Shaw 
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Old Marlburian Writing 
#NotGuilty: A letter to my assaulter

I cannot address this letter to you, because I 

do not know your name. I only know that you 

have just been charged with serious sexual 

assault and prolonged attack of a violent 

nature. And I have one question.

When you were caught on CCTV following me 

through my own neighbourhood from the 

Tube, when you waited until I was on my own 

street to approach me, when you clapped your 

hand around my face until I could not breathe, 

when you pushed me to my knees until my 

face bled, when I wrestled with your hand just 

enough so that I could scream. When you 

dragged me by my hair, and when you 

smashed my head against the pavement and 

told me to stop screaming for help, when my 

neighbour saw you from her window and 

shouted at you and you looked her in the eye 

and carried on kicking me in the back and 

neck. When you tore my bra in half from the 

sheer force you grabbed my breast, when you 

didn’t reach once for my belongings because 

you wanted my body, when you failed to have 

my body because all my neighbours and 

family came out, and you saw them face-to-

face. When CCTV caught you running from 

your attempted assault on me… and then 

following another woman twenty minutes 

later from the same tube station before you 

were arrested on suspicion. When I was in the 

police station until 5am while you were four 

floors below me in custody, when I had to 

hand over my clothes and photographs of the 

marks and cuts on my naked body to forensic 

teams – did you ever think of the people in 

your life? 

I don’t know who the people in your life are. I 

don’t know anything about you. But I do know 

this: you did not just attack me that night. I 

am a daughter, I am a friend, I am a girlfriend, 

I am a pupil, I am a cousin, I am a niece, I am a 

neighbour, I am the employee who served 

everyone down the road coffee in the café 

under the railway. All the people who form 

those relations to me make up my community, 

and you assaulted every single one of them. 

You violated the truth that I will never cease 

to fight for, and which all of those people 

represent – that there are infinitely more good 

people in the world than bad. 

This letter is not really for you at all, but for  

all the victims of attempted or perpetrated 

serious sexual assault and every member of 

their communities. I’m sure you remember the 

7/7 bombings. I’m also sure you’ll remember 

how the terrorists did not win, because the 

whole community of London got back on the 

Tube the next day. You’ve carried out your 

attack, but now I’m getting back on my tube.

My community will not feel we are unsafe 

walking back home after dark. We will get on 

the last tube home, and we will walk up our 

streets alone, because we will not ingrain or 

submit to the idea that we are putting 

ourselves in danger in doing so. We will 

continue to come together, like an army, when 

any member of our community is threatened, 

and this is a fight you will not win. 

Community is a force we all underestimate.  

We get our papers every day from the same 

newsagents, we wave to the same woman 

walking her dog in the park, we sit next to the 

same commuters each day on the tube. Each 

individual we know and care about may take 

up no more than a few seconds of each day, 

but they make up a huge proportion of our 

lives. Somebody even once told me that, 

however unfamiliar they appear, the faces of 

our dreams are always faces we have seen 

before. Our community is embedded in our 

psyche. You, my attacker, have not proved any 

weakness in me, or my actions, but only 

demonstrated the solidarity of humanity. 

Tomorrow, you find out whether you’re to be 

held in prison until your trial, because you 

pleaded ‘not guilty’ and pose a threat to the 

community. Tomorrow, I have my life back. As 

you sit awaiting trial, I hope that you do not 

just think about what you have done. I hope 

you think about community. Your community 

– even if you can’t see it around you every day. 

It is there. It is everywhere. You 

underestimated mine. Or should I say ours? I 

could say something along the lines of, 

‘Imagine if it had been a member of your 

community,’ but instead let me say this. There 

are no boundaries to community; there are 

only exceptions, and you are one of them.

Ione Wells
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For Gordo

You sit there, 

slumped and languidly 

drunk, 

and I feel, 

a little bit of pity 

as we say:

“Hello.” 

“Hullo.”

You, who 

seemed so entrenched  

into the settee of you living space, 

with the grot and the beers 

and the torn-shut curtain of outside, 

You, who 

struggled in school 

Like I, 

you, who 

made nothing 

and lived in it, 

were so alike, 

I felt immobilised 

and we spoke with 

five layers of alcohol filming your eyes:

“Just a drink, Gordo.”

And you drink it! 

All five glasses of  

supermarket whiskey 

all gone in one sitting, 

in that infinite regress 

and uniform routine 

of half-slept habit 

and cigarettes unto 

off-milk unto 

mess unto 

sitting 

and in nothing else 

but looping still

- Yet -

I must sit with you, 

and from above I dared to be ashamed 

of the still-stuck squalor your slouch has claimed 

so unaware that in this patterned hell 

our blood has carved a seat for me as well.

Sam Murphy

 

This piece was one of the Editor’s picks from the Lent term 

open reading, which is another way that creative writing at 

Marlborough is regularly showcased.
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Portrait of a Girl with a Pet Hen

A sharp smell of acrylic.  I stand as still as I 

can; soft, downy feathers tickle my fingertips.  

The artist bends forward, sweeping brush 

across canvas, brow furrowed in concentration.  

I scuffle my feet in the earth and lean back 

against the boards of the shed.  I am dressed 

in my favourite blue dress – a rare treat.  My 

hair is clean and brushed; my fingernails are 

scrubbed; behind my ears clean.  In my arms 

lies one of our hens. She wriggles uncomfortably 

in my fingers, squirms to get free. 

I turn my attention to the man in front of me. 

Stains and colours spatter his shirt.  It is early 

summer, but the mid-morning air is still cool.  

This has no effect on him, though; his 

attention falls on the painting.  The clinking of 

a paintbrush against water-jar brings 

memories: the gentle tinkling turns to crashing, 

banging, raised voices.  Angry sounds tumble 

through my mind. 

My bedroom sits above the kitchen; the floors 

creak with every step I take.  These boards 

protect me from the arguments and shouts, but 

I still feel them.   It makes me sad to hear the 

anger that I always believed would never tear 

my family apart.  My brother is oblivious to the 

slowly growing arguments, the bitter silences 

that follow.

I know what the purpose of this portrait is.   

To make amends for what I know is coming.  

Imo Mitchell
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Lost Angels

Some say, with a detached sigh that you withered away, 

But I know what really happened to you.

Swiped. Stolen. Snatched. 

It began with just an eerie glow, mystical but unknown to me.

As you lost use of your legs, you grew wings, as strong as pumping eagles.

Then it was your thought that went, and sure enough a gilded halo burned above your head.

Anon, inexorably your heart 

Turned into pure gold, a toxic radiance that ignited my own heart.

You had to go. 

You were now too dazzling to be in the world, gleamed and glittered and danced too much.

But this strange spirit was my demon; your gold was my blackened red.

Your angel tormented me with the gross body that was mangled before me.

They say that heaven has gained an angel…

But what do I care for heaven if you’re not with me in my hell?

Alice Studdert-Kennedy
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Breather 

Brim brim brim full of emptiness 

Edges furled like a dead leaf 

Forgotten how to spell lonely 

But the word is such sweet relief.

Do you ever wonder why there’s so much time 

That stretches around in hazy black lines 

But your face stays the same shade of translucent 

And nothing becomes any clearer?

You could get lost in the town where you live: 

The compass inside you confused with stupor, 

The arrow points away from anything cluttered 

Or exposed or eremitic, 

Anything that makes it seem  

Like strangers collectively ogle you

These days should be iridescent with the flame  

of adolescence 

And instead the sooty sourness sticks resolutely 

to the past 

So that everything appears churned up  

Food in the gut.

Method playing the part of yourself 

And wishing you could get outside 

To take two deep breaths and look at the sky. 

I never thought I’d need a happy place.

Emma Scott
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Bleached

I remember the very first night I spent there.  I 

remember being aware of the incessant noise, as 

though it might never stop: the clatter of 

medicine bottles, the chattering and gargling of 

strange voices and the rubbery pad of the 

nurses’ white shoes.  Even in the slow black 

night, I could hear the drip of the sink two doors 

down.  I even felt as though I might be able to 

hear people’s hair grow if I listened hard enough.  

The first morning was sun-bleached and blank; 

the trees stood like stark survivors on the 

horizon.  I remember looking around the hospital 

for the first time that morning.  The problem 

with hospitals is that no matter how hard you try 

they will always end up looking like hospitals.  

No matter how many soothing watercolours you 

hang you can’t cover up the glowering smell of 

the disinfectant and the slow tinker of drips.

For the first two months I shared a room with a 

girl called Lauren.  She had ashen skin and 

coal-pit eyes.  Her hair reached the small of her 

back and seemed as though it could support an 

entire ecosystem.  I’d wake up every morning 

and she’d be gone.  She would dress in the pale 

light, all subdued rose, creams and crushed 

violets.  She would brush her hair one hundred 

times and leave.  I never asked her where, but I 

suspected she snuck out to see her boyfriend, 

whose dopey face adorned her vanity.  You never 

asked Lauren anything because you never got 

the truth; it was something about those coal-pit 

eyes. 

Lauren’s favourite food was peaches.  She ate 

them all day, and always had sticky fingers.  A 

sticky-sweet girl in rose creams and crushed 

violets, peachy breath and coal black eyes.  I 

woke up one morning and she was gone.   She 

never came back.  All she left was a pile of peach 

pits and a bottle of nail polish.  Shade 109, a 

tooth-ache pink.  I still have it, and I still wonder 

where she went. 

My room was a pasty yellow, and had been lived 

in by countless occupants before me.  But it had 

no lurid sense of history.  It was as if, each time 

an occupant left one way or another, the nurses 

would bleach the very soul of the room, and 

leave it sterile, in every sense of the word. 

When I left, I stared down the long white hall, 

and imagined the nurses on tippy-toes scrubbing 

the walls so it was as if I’d never been there.   

Although it had only been six months, and that 

is a fraction of a lifetime, it felt like a large, 

dog-eared chapter in my life.  I felt curiously 

empty as I left.  I thought about Lauren.  I 

imagined her in an orchard of peach trees, all 

ties cut.  A raw knot of feeling sat in my stomach 

like a huge peach-pit.  I couldn’t tell if I felt 

pleased to be gone or not.  I felt bleached. 

India Gaer
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Mia

is miming.  

Her mouth opens wide, but no sound escapes  

those thinly drawn lips.   

Her eyes are closed, her head tilted back.  

With a hand grabs the air,  

the other swinging scissors along to the beat. 

 

Her desk is a mess,  

as usual: bits 

of cut up paper, multi-coloured rulers,  

sharpeners, pencils, stickers.  

Papers stacked high, 

high as an office worker’s load. 

Her wall is covered with paper,  

paper caressed,  

gifted with her time and patience.    

Homework schedule, a to-do list,  

all are jigsawed to the wall. 

She pays no attention, without a care in the 

world, 

carries on with her naivety, fingers twirling 

her curls. 

She’ll wake up one way from that carefree 

realm of blur. 

For now I let her ponder in a world she can call 

hers.

Ambra Moore
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Then It Started To Rain

I’d spent, my wife would say wasted – I mean 

ex-wife – my entire life in front of this screen. 

Nothing much had ever come of it, I’m sure my 

wife – ex-wife – would agree. 

You see today she tried to leave me.

We were opposites; of course it was never 

going to work. Her beauty was never enough 

to equal the fact that she was one of those, 

you know, punctual control freaks. Obsessed 

with timetables and rotas; and I wasn’t. 

That’s all it ever was – time. 

She wanted time. I never dedicated her 

enough time. What even constitutes as 

enough time? Time is constantly in flux. Why 

spend your life trying to keep up with 

something that’s already ahead of you? I’ve 

never understood it. Never understood how 

people can schedule their lives to fit in with 

the ticking of a clock. That’s probably why I’m 

a writer.

A widower.

Katja Carleton-Smith
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Salome Singing

Legato and vibrato were your life’s thrills.  

You dreamt of your big night at the Royal Albert Hall –  

but till then you’d sing with a hairbrush in your hand  

in your bedroom, or out strolling past the foals 

 

in Rolls’ fields.  While most girls your age were playing  

with Barbie dolls, you’d hum along to Nina Simone.  

It wasn’t normal, some said, but you had ‘normal’ friends 

too: they just didn’t have that zeal for singing, 

 

just as you didn’t have a passion to chatter about new  

blue Converses:  you’d rather be singing to Nina, or Ella  

Fitzgerald.  I loved the times when you’d sit in the sun  

on a warm day, singing like thousands were watching you. 

Freya Owen

Circus

She saw bright colours and fluttering scarves 

hanging out of their trailers like flags,  

displaying carnival spirit like bright banners.    

She’d practise for weeks before they came,  

knocking her mother’s washing off the line  

with scuffed-up plimsolls, washed-out  

pillow-cases draped around her.

Everything about the rest of her world was grey;  

the air of classrooms filled with chalk-dust  

made her desperate to climb over the walls  

down to Barton’s Lane like a trapeze artist.

One summer, in Marley’s field, when the heat  

held down the tent pegs, a young acrobat  

whisked her into the arena and up  

into air, only to be caught  

by Madame Caroline, who paraded her 

across the tightrope as if she was light  

as air; and colours spun around her  

in a carnival glow of the big, bright, circus top.

Heloïse Wright
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In the End  

(an extract)

Death had come to the bar. He sat, swathed 

and hooded, with a drink in front of him. If 

glanced at fleetingly from further down the 

bar-top you could have sworn the level of the 

liquid inside, and the gently bobbing ice cube, 

kept decreasing, but you never saw him drink 

it. The room was quiet, with only a few of the 

bare wooden tables, polished from frequent 

use, actually occupied.  Empty glasses sat at 

many of them, implying the owners had left in 

a hurry. The bartender served his customers, 

making sure to keep the level of the mysterious 

figure at the bar’s drink topped up, probably as 

some subconscious act of self-preservation.   

Death checked his watch, a heavy, silvery-black 

pocket affair which he produced from a fold of 

his cloak.  He turned.  Another figure seemed 

to seep from the floorboards to materialize on 

the barstool.  Death nodded. 

“Famine,” he said, his voice quiet and final.

 “Death.  So good to see you,” the second figure 

replied, his voice nasal and pleading. He turned 

to attract the bartender’s attention but he had 

just opened his mouth when the bartender 

deposited a bowl of salted peanuts in front of 

him.  He smiled in an ingratiating manner at 

the man. “Thank you sir, you have my eternal 

gratitude.”

 As he began to wolf down the peanuts, Death 

examined Famine.  He had changed.  

Previously he had been lean and hunched, with 

a wolfish smile.  He had, Death remembered, 

worn rough, worker’s overalls.  Famine had 

gained weight.  He now resembled a banker, 

and he wore a corduroy suit.  His smile was the 

same though.  Greedy and selfish, with the 

same look of starvation that he had worn for 

centuries. 

“What’s the reason for the change?” Death 

asked. 

“Oh, this?” Famine plucked at his trousers. “I 

wasn’t getting anywhere with these bloody 

genetically modified crop things. Then I 

realised I could do much more damage as an 

official. Do you know how easy it is to raise 

food prices?” Famine looked around, as if he 

expected someone to arrive. 

“Have you…” – he paused – “seen the others 

recently?”  Death pondered the question. 

“I have seen them; my very nature is to be 

present when they are at work. I have not, 

however, talked to them.  War in particular has 

not been focussing so much on the quality of 

his work.” Around them the room seemed to 

get darker, and the people at the table began to 

eat and drink at a faster rate. 

“We must move with the times, Death,” 

Famine wheedled. “Look at Pestilence! That 

“inoculation” business almost put a stop to  

him for good. He was lucky his pets decided to 

change.” 

Death pondered again. “I disagree. Pestilence 

was too overbearing. There was enough 

business for him anyway. His changes to his 

creations feel wrong somehow. I have not 

changed my service.” 

Famine indicated his robe and muttered, “I can 

see.”  He seemed upset. “How long have we 

got to wait anyway? Are you sure they will 

come?”

“They will come” Death said, in a tone 

implying that was the end of the matter. 

Death’s drink emptied itself. Pestilence ate 

peanuts.

The third member was heard before he 

appeared. A spluttering cough rang out. 

“Aha,” said Famine.  Death merely nodded. The 

whine of a mobility scooter rang through the 

bar. Pestilence entered. Hugely obese, with an 

IV drip hanging from the back of his scooter, he 

looked better than he had used to. Where his 

stick-thin legs used to struggle to support him, 

he now rode his scooter. The sound of panting 

could be heard, and the smell of hospitals and 

unwashed bodies appeared.  Around the bar it 

got darker still, with people coughing and 

sneezing. The two at the bar ignored it. 

“Death,” wheezed Pestilence. “Famine”. 

“Pestilence,” the two said in unison.

Tim Oliver
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Salt 

The brackish air whipped the woman’s chestnut hair 

back and forth about her face. She gathered these 

strands and scraped them back behind her ears. Three 

metres to her left stood her husband, James, and their 

one year old daughter. The same wind dragged the 

child’s hair about her face; reddening her cheeks. The 

woman looked at them both. She looked at the churning 

sea, the bulbous  clouds. She looked down at the 

speckled sand that clung to her wellington boots like 

sherbet to a licked finger. A light whisper, a twinge of a 

thought, told her that she should be standing with 

them. She crushed this. Here, she had to stand alone. 

She stared into the blurred horizon. Her nostrils 

twitched at the familiar saline hanging in the air. She let 

herself fall, one last time, into that night.

Gasping for air they tear through the blackness. They 

run. Hand clenching freezing hand. Run over the dunes, 

marram grass skimming and slashing. Teenage laughter 

swallowed by the clear dark sky. Step, jump, struggle, 

slip. Effervescent sand flicks and seeps into each shoe, 

grinding like sandpaper. She feels her heartbeat in her 

head. Her lungs: straining, gasping, pulling and sucking 

for oxygen. She doesn’t care. She runs. He runs. They 

run. Lunging closer and closer to the ocean, inky and 

menacing. Stretched like a swirling mirror, creasing like 

fabric it duplicates the stars, the gaping moon. It 

reaches towards them with foamy outstretched 

fingertips. Beckoning. Panting, they stop as they reach 

the water. Fumbling hands ease off each other’s clothes, 

his icy fingers pausing over her pounding heart. She 

shivers. Excitement or the October midnight 

temperatures, she doesn’t know. As she pulls off her 

jeans, damp with the incoming mist, her right foot 

catches in the leg of the trousers and she falls into the 

sand. Hysterical laughter bounces off the water, the 

dark cliffs to the left and the pier to the far right. He 

offers a hand, she accepts and just as she has almost got 

to her feet – he releases her hand, and once more she 

tumbles. He pulls his jumper off over his head, undoes 

his belt, pulls off his jeans and kicks off his shoes. 

Ready? And they run again. Into the sea. The water 

strikes like a slap as it explodes outwards from their 

thrashing legs. Further, further. Their pale bodies glint 

in the moonlight. They wheeze and giggle as the water 

knocks out their breath. Their limbs are gripped by a 

thousand frozen hands as the sensation in their bodies 

retreats. Toes, fingers, skin, becomes numb.

She squinted into the mist. Her eyes began to water. 

She quickly brushed away the moisture clinging to her 

lashes, as she felt the prickle of being watched by a 

concerned eye. James must have thought that she was 

crying. She heard their daughter clamour to be picked 

up and, judging by the rustle of fabric and a light 

heaving groan, James obliged. She turned to look back 

at the seafront. A decaying row of Fish and Chip shops, 

an arcade and a few convenience shops. ‘Seaside Store.’ 

The fluorescent lighting emanated into the dusk.  The 

early evening air was beginning to hum with the 

melancholy purr of a seaside town in the off season. A 

regiment of seagulls patrolled the seafront. Gather, 

scatter, gather, scatter. Their screeches rang in her ears.

Freezing. Each dry grain of sand clinging to their numb 

feet they shake off the droplets and scamper back to 

their scattered clothes. He clasps both her hands in his, 

yanks them to his lips and blows hot moist air into them, 

like a poor attempt at an owl imitation, she thinks. 

Pulling stubborn jeans over damp legs, discarding even 

the thought of socks. the moonlight catches in their hot 

breath, condensing into ethereal smoke as it escapes 

their lungs.  The white light glints in his eyes: empty of 

thought but full of purpose. He steps towards her 

trembling body. A momentary pause, just enough for her 

subconscious to tilt her head back a fraction, part her 

lips an iota. She feels his breath on her icy skin. Her 

spine begins to soften and arch. He releases her hands 

and runs his finger up her quivering arm. She closes her 

eyes. Waits. Nothing. She opens her eyes, his are 

focused over her shoulder. He’s still close, the 

significance of the space between them is tangible but 

he is frozen. His eyes burning into the clifftop behind 

her. She turns. The wind tousles the grass on the cliff 

like hair. Like her hair. She tugs the chestnut strands 

back behind her ear. Will you come with me? He 

whispers. She nods. You have to promise, his eyes now 

piercing hers with a dark empty power, you have to 

promise to come all the way up to the top. She nodded 

again, wishing there was a more enchanting way for her 

to agree. Ignoring the ache the rules cracked into her in 

her childhood. Don’t go up to the cliffs at night. Ever. 

But again she nods. Those black eyes smile back at her. 

Breathing her in and swallowing her senses.

She stared into the swelling mass of the dark waves as 

they struck the cliff to her left. The same wind tousled 

the same strands of grass right at the crest of the cliff 

face. The harsh edges, shadowed by moss, dirt, and 

straining undergrowth summoned an innate sense of 

uneasiness in her. Unstable. Breaking. The gusts of salty 

air rang in her ears, like listening to a sea shell. The 

sound of the sea. No boats today. The blurred horizon 

was empty. The chaotic sky hung low above her and she 

could sense the rain coming. She had always been able 

to taste it in the air. The sweet humidity. Foreboding. 

Ominous. She couldn’t stay here much longer. 

His words resonate in the soaked air. Saturate it with 

persuasion. She’s nervous. Despite the clean freezing air 

of a freshly purged sky she feels hot. She tugs off her 

jacket and ties it round her waist, feels the tight arms 

embrace her as she secures it with a double knot. He 

shouts to hurry up. Exhausted. One foot after the other, 

the steep incline and sodden ground seem reluctant to 

let her climb. Up to the top.  All the way. He reminds her 

tauntingly of her promise. That laugh, his laugh. Heart 

thudding. He ducks under the fence and holds apart the 



barbed wire for her. She clambers through, snagging her 

jumper. Strands of chestnut hair catch and wind into the 

silver points. 

She stands. Gasps. The ocean stretches out beneath 

them like a thick black shimmering carpet. She snakes 

her hand inside of his. Told you, he whispers. She looks 

at his eyes. As black as the sea below or the sky above, 

with mirroring starry glints speckled through his irises. 

Do you trust me? She drowns in those eyes. Desperate 

to say yes, yes of course, but more desperate to mean it. 

She doesn’t mean it. Her mother’s voice is in a small 

dark box in her mind. Regardless she nods. He clasps 

her other hand in his. They stand like ballroom dancers, 

perched atop the rocky outcrop like seagulls. They begin 

to spin. His eyes are darker now, crazed? His teeth, the 

front left one slightly out of kilter with his otherwise 

perfect set are bared in a wide smile. This is happiness, 

he screams. She twirls with him, dizzy with stars, above 

and below. Round and round his features blurring with 

each turn, until his hands release her. Slumped. On the 

drenched ground her head begins to right itself. He 

doesn’t slump. He doesn’t sit. She sees his silhouette on 

the edge. The moonbeams encircling him, enveloping 

him. His hand dances in the milky light. Beautiful, he 

breathes. She scrambles to her feet, and steps towards 

him, cautiously. He does not look back. You can’t stop it, 

not once it’s begun, he mutters. She scrabbles for words 

in her mind, words that will work, words that mean 

something, but her throat is dry and empty and her 

tongue is petrified, unable to function. He looks at her 

and laughs. Those black eyes. That laugh. She is frozen. 

Motionless. With wide unmoving eyes she watches as 

he turns back, facing the infinite blackness of the ocean 

at night. And in one effortless movement, like a breath 

or a blink, he jumps.

The mist turned to spatterings of rain. She reached back 

to find her hood and pulled it up. She looked over at 

James and their daughter. It was time to go. The child 

began to whimper and James drew her in tight, rocked 

her back and forth on his hip. He gave the woman a 

concerned and caring look, a look that she had seen 

countless times since they met. She hated that look. 

They began to walk, slowly but purposefully back up 

the beach. The rain on their hoods resounded sombrely. 

Nobody spoke. As they reached the seafront, she 

allowed herself to look back once more, just once, for the 

last time. The sea, the sky, the cliffs. Those eyes. That 

laugh. 

Izzy Woodhouse
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Dear God

Part I: 

Dear Lord,  

Forgive me, for I know it is sin to covet another man’s wife. 

And I, 

I come undone before you:  

  I have fallen in love with my neighbour’s 

 bride. 

O God.     Oh God. 

I can think of nothing but her:   

 nothing but how it might feel to touch her face,  

  her hands,  

 to feel 

 the blood pulsing in her fingertips, 

 the nervous palms. 

Oh,  I do think of the gold cross at her neck. 

  But it is only a means to pull her  

 closer,  now. 

Forgive me,  Father, for my mind is loose and roaming with the  

devil. 

He whispers red in my ear at night and I am powerless to stop it. 

Why, these blushes will not stop either –     

  O he colours both thoughts 

 and cheeks!  

Give me strength to resist. 

Where is the courage that drove Moses? 

Where is the faith that led Abraham? I am powerless. 

Lord, help me or I shall slip into hell. 

Oh, I will not touch her. Amen. 

Tilly Alexander
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Eavesdropping

Sydney and Milo bark at the postman 

steering his Royal Mail van up the driveway. 

Mum is working in the offices,  

shouting on the phone to ticket-buyers.

My sisters argue upstairs, making the house  

Shudder as they slam the bedroom doors. 

The record-player is spinning Oasis’ 

‘Wonderwall’ on repeat.

Screams from Antigone and her friends outside 

splashing in the swimming pool. 

The bubbling of the bathtub  

filling to the brim, water overflowing.

Dad clinks his glass, 

pouring his second Yellow Tail Chardonnay.   

Singing in the sitting room; 

the opening sequence of Modern Family.

Morgan Pollard
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Melting Ice 

People scurrying about. I had never noticed before how 
rapid and torn their movements were.  Maybe it was 
just how everyone reacted to the heat wave.

At an early hour of morning, around 7 am – although 
that day even earlier – I would sit in the far corner of the 
station, waiting for my train. I would sit there, reading a 
newspaper, only occasionally interrupted by the loud 
rasping voice of a woman announcing train arrivals and 
the buzzing of a non-stop flow of early risers in the 
background. It was one of my everyday rituals.

‘Recently collected data shows that the UK 

economy...’ - a sudden outburst from a person standing 
nearby made me tear my eyes off the newspaper. The 
most inventive of curses were streaming out of his 
mouth. Irritated, I shot him a sharp glance. He must 
have sensed it, or perhaps it was only natural for a 
person to jerk their head upwards when a boiling-hot 
coffee had just been spilled all over their front. Then, 
for a split second, the cursing stopped and he was 
returning my stare, his mouth in an awkward half-
smile, though agony still plain in his eyes. 

Despite his smile, the situation appeared to be 
anything but amusing. With the hellishly hot coffee 
soaking through his shirt and probably burning his 
chest, the man still had a full working day to face. He 
seemed like a typical nine-to-fiver, only clumsier and 
perhaps more panicked than your normal specimen. 
And judging by his dishevelled looks — the hair 
slovenly hanging on both sides of his narrow face and a 
shabby, ill-fitting grey suit, now covered in still 
steaming brown stains — a no-show was out of the 
question. It was either report at the office, or lose the 
job. The position was all too familiar.

After the man had exhausted his resource of harsh 
words, he looked up, only to see people staring at him, 
laughter in their eyes, but with facial expressions 
under control. Fiercely blushing, he almost ran straight 
to the bathroom, which, rather unfortunately for him, 
happened to be at the opposite side of the station.

Some people were too sleepy, too overheated or simply 
didn’t bother to pay attention to a man elbowing his 
way through the crowd against the current. But most 
of them watched with a slight grin and no pity. 

Disgusted, I looked down at the newspaper again. 
Wasn’t it heartless to laugh at a man who got into a 
humiliating situation? A man who seemed so stressed 
and shaken that he almost shrunk in size? And then it 
struck me. I was one of them, finding the situation 
comical, staring at him, making assumptions. The 
realisation made me feel rather embarrassed.

‘...shows that the UK economy is on the path of 

recovery, with GDP having increased by…’: I tried to 
get back to reading, but my thoughts wandered, and 
the words before me became unconnected and 
meaningless.

‘Train number 8 to Downtown arrives at Platform 2 in 

fifteen minutes.’ a hoarse voice from the dynamics 
thundered down the station. It had completely torn my 
mind away from the newspaper, and I let my gaze roam 
aimlessly over the station.

A young woman in the centre of the platform had been 

standing there all morning, trying to foist her 
brochures on every passing person. Poor girl. She 
probably woke up when it was still dark, came to the 
deserted station, watched it fill with people until it 
became hard to breathe, tried to give out booklets she 
didn’t even care about, and earned laughable amounts 
of money. But maybe she had no other choice.

‘Train number 8 to Downtown has arrived at Platform 2.’

At these words, I folded my unfinished newspaper, 
took my bag from under the bench, and began my 
struggle to the edge of the platform. It had always been 
hard for me to move across the station at this hour. 
Party because it was physically hard to push through 
the mass of people, but mostly, because I was 
claustrophobic. Have you ever noticed how 
overpopulated and daunting our cities are?

The crowd was closing in, squashing every bit of my 
body. It got even hotter, if that was possible. By the 
time I got to the middle of the platform, I had 
completely lost track of things, everything was blurred, 
I was disorientated. Surprisingly, I found myself 
pushed out from that chaos into a tiny and for some 
reason clear spot.

‘Save our planet! Global warming is upon us! You can’t 
ignore the truth!’ someone shouted in my face, passion 
and exasperation in their voice. The girl shoved a 
brochure into my free hand. Stunned, I stepped back, 
and was sucked into the boiling sea of people once 
again. My claustrophobia attack hadn’t worn off in the 
slightest, but I continued pushing towards the train:  
‘I can’t miss it, it might cost me a job.’

Luckily, I got on just in time. Had I taken any longer, 
the train would have left. The air in the car was almost 
bubbling, and the smell of sweaty, stinking men made 
me nauseous. ‘It will be a long ride,’ I thought.

Only after ten torturous minutes, I became aware of 
the brochure in my hand. Its heading screamed: “Ice 
caps are melting: Take action NOW!”

Ice. The thought of something cold came as a relief. My 
overheated mind instantly drifted off to the ice Poles, 
and the stifling car didn’t seem so unbearable 
anymore. The Poles were cold, vast and so unusually 
inviting, with their polar deserts stretching for miles. I 
opened my mind to the images of ice and its perfect, 
pure, and fragile yet firm nature. I wanted to be ice.

I don’t know how long I had stood frozen, with my 
forehead against the window.

‘It’s your stop,’ someone tapped me on the shoulder. 
Plunging back into reality, I stared blankly at a man 
with coffee stains on his shirt, smiling at my confusion. 
‘How did he know?’ 

‘Thank you…’ I hurried out of the car, the brochure 
clutched firmly in my hand.

Evgeniya Borisenko



Basically what happened was

she got the dress off ASOS for about ten quid 

more than I’d have paid –   

I looked over her shoulder at the screen  

and said cream is a mistake  

but did she listen? 

No. Typical her and those 

imprudent impulse buys, wasting 

that ten quid more.  Anyway –  

I watched her wriggle 

into it on Saturday evening, after the worms 

in my Physics textbook had started to wriggle as well, 

and I ate all the Maoms myself because  

I knew she wouldn’t want one.  

I did regret it a bit though  

when I was perched on the curb and she 

was flopped across the white dotted line  

singing softly and sadly,  

because they are her favourite sweet. 

The dress was grey with grit, but  

I did say that cream was a mistake.

Jade Yan

In the Café

She sits alone, apart from the buzz of the café: 

her solitary presence implies her status, everyone knows. 

Smoke curls up slowly from her poised lips; 

her slim legs are crossed, her red heels pointing. 

They see her sitting, sassy and calm, 

but inside her head is spinning. 

Her body aches and her eyes are cold. 

The stripes and fur drape her fragile body, 

her skirt suffocates her empty stomach; 

it’s sensitive, she is a woman abused. 

Life that grew there, life that is gone. 

Alone in the dark the bloody mess comes, 

she weeps for a while but has to move on. 

The black figure calls: she doesn’t look up. 

Just lets him lead her; money shakes in his cup.

Louisa Bradby
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Echoes

The story can only be told 

about how the two of us  

travelled lonely like this, 

listening in the mountains for the howls  

of wolves and lonely echoes; 

struck by sun’s fire, in tough tropical skies, 

we watched copper leaves litter the ground, 

fallen from precarious oak trees.  

 Then 

changing times and changing places –  

the memories come like a relentless performance: 

leaping wild into an emerald sea, 

forgetting how cold a winter morning  

can be, when I just wanted the earth  

to swallow me, remembering when… 

Arabella Methuen
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Sliding Doors

I stood alone on the platform, life ever 

evolving around me in a constant, 

unstoppable buzz of emotion. Swarms of 

people flying around. Full. Inside was empty 

as if everything worthwhile had disintegrated 

into ashes. Hollow. A gaping void of purpose 

and meaning, nothing seemed significant 

anymore. 

I was waiting for a tube. Every sound around 

me served as a reminder of what I had lost: a 

distant cackle erupting from a gaggle of girls 

or the rampage of boys messing around as if 

they were in a watering hole. 

I continued to stand there. Time never seemed 

to progress; it was as if each second repeated 

itself mercilessly. 

The sucking sensation began, your body being 

pulled towards the approaching force: a 

tunnel of wind blowing everything out of 

order, stopping the animals in their tracks. 

The tube slowed, a voice echoed around 

inside my barren mind. “Please mind the gap 

between the train and the platform”. Chaos. 

Pushing, shoving, shouting, hating. It ceased. 

The carriage waited patiently. I remained on 

the outside, rejected from normality and the 

Kingdom

But I find solace in the high-rise buildings 

Souls intent on travelling town for the purpose of 

boarding back onto their lives 

They lose their faces on the fast-moving trains 

And find them again at the ticket barriers 

With the accidental brush of an exposed limb

The covenant conceived at the sigh of the closing doors 

Is silence, perhaps the occasional hesitant glance 

Not to linger too long on that face you find so intriguing 

Despite the whirring desire to reach out and 

Touch the person sitting opposite

To find out they are real 

Not a cardboard cut-out: 

And business as usual on the 6 o’clock 

Tightly wrapped Tube of cling film  

Covering them all and preserving 

Another day in urbanity.

Emma Scott
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ignorance of the inside. My eyes darted from 

one human face to the next, absorbing the 

features and admiring the individuality of 

each person. They focused on one subject.  

A girl. Surrounded by friends, smiling, 

laughing, at ease with herself and happy with 

those around her. Eyes, nose, mouth, cheeks 

and hair were all familiar. My eyes, my nose, 

my mouth, my cheeks, my hair- me.

Standing on the outside, spectating.  Looking 

in to a corporeal being that was a mirror 

image of myself. She was the same but a stark 

opposite. A grin spread over her face and she 

convulsed with laughter; my lips were tightly 

sealed, eyebrows creased, eyes drenched  

with sadness.

This train was not mine, it was headed in a 

different direction but there was something 

enticing about this girl, something intriguing 

about her. I wanted to be part of her. 

Loneliness and darkness filled me up again. 

The glass walls seemed to materialise into an 

immovable obstacle through which I wanted 

to float, to be taken away into the unknown, 

to escape my bleak thoughts. I drifted 

forwards, I could no longer sense whether I 

was part of the crowd or not. Inside and 

outside had blended into one. 

Beeping. 

The doors slid shut. 

Lucy Goodman 



Bacchus and Ariadne

Spray leapt from the lather of water 

Like pearls bursting from a snapped string, 

Scattering and then disappearing, 

Each one a promise revoked. 

The string was the one hold she had on him, 

But as the black-sailed ship shrank into the sun 

It was not enough to pull him back. 

Fury pulsed through her, 

A woman scorned 

But not a fool, 

Just made naive by novel love. 

 

When the hellish rage had dulled to a ghost  

of its flare 

She was left with the emptiness of burnt-up 

anger, 

And the cold was even colder  

Next to the warmth of wrath. 

The black sails were still there, barely, 

A blot of ink against the Aegean sky: 

They took her Theseus further away, 

But closer, she knew, to his destruction. 

Claudia Kelley
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Flamenco 

The flurry of legs and arms twisting and twirling whirls in 

my eyes -- the dancers stomp and spin around each other. 

The rhythmical movement of their bodies is snake-like, 

bewitching the crowd, who, so stiff and upright at first, 

are beginning to move their bodies too, possessed and 

enthralled by the animal-like passion of the Flamenco.  

The woman’s headdress falls off as she flings her skirts, 

exploding into blazing red flames, consuming her in a 

fiery haze of movement. The dance has complete control of 

her, her body is no longer her own, she is part of the 

music. Her hair is wet with sweat and sticks in tendrils to 

her face. The glitter that was clinging to her dress is now 

floating all around her, catching the light every so often, 

surrounding her in a dreamlike aura. Her partner is a 

captured animal trying to free himself, his body writhing, 

his eyes flashing. Every so often I catch a glimpse of his 

white teeth bared as he makes a lunge towards his prey.  

The singer’s voice has a quality to it that is so rich and 

deep and alive; the expression and emotion that he sings 

with is overwhelmingly warming and the deep smokiness 

in his voice is like a crackling fire. The whole room leans in 

as he sings, his voice tantalisingly soft.

Oonagh Coleman
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The City of Lost Angels

Lights beckon, blazing dreams.   

The fickle façade of the city  

hypnotises romantic minds,  

allures with angelic melody:  

it goes to the tune of ‘la.’

The pills are sweet,  

the sand is soft  

and the night is ever young;  

but sugar dissolves  

and sand gets wet; 

it’s no longer ‘just some fun.’

It’s only when the lights go out when  

darkness starts to creep;  

Lucifer was ‘oh so pretty,’  

but now you no longer sleep.

He keeps you up with endless song,  

teasing in its tone:  

a tune to which you danced all night 

but now you’re never alone.

It goes to the tune of ‘la.’

Georgia Vyvyan
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The Dinner

(an extract)

Karen  

I can smell the dinner from here. He’s done it 

again, I think.   How many times. How many 

times am I going to have to show the useless 

patriarch of the kitchen how to use a basic 

saucepan?

Rob  

I’ve done it again. She’s going to kill me. 

Typical. I try and do one thing right, and I 

mess it up. Where’s Jess? She’ll know. I scream 

down the hall for her but no luck. Probably 

plugged in upstairs, I think. Guy won’t have 

any idea. Guess it’s me again then, the family 

scapegoat. 

I stare at the cigarette I left in the ashtray 

about two minutes ago. The ethereal wisps of 

smoke emanating from it like a broken down 

car. I wait for her footsteps. Nothing so far, 

always a good sign. I look back at the pan that 

had now begun to relax after I turned the heat 

off. However the mess wasn’t ideal. White 

sauce that was beginning to stick to the hob 

was sure to smell. 

There they are. Damn. She’s en route. That’s 

always a bad sign.

Karen saunters through the door with a rather 

smug look on her face. That’s the ‘I Told You 

So’ face. I can sense it from a mile off. 

“Yes darling I know, you said you wanted to 

cook. I know. I promise, I know. I just wanted 

tonight to be a change. A relaxing night for you.”

Karen  

Oh here we go, typically. Rubbish spewing 

from his mouth before I’ve even said anything. 

Excuse after excuse. It’s the same routine 

every time. I wanted to cook because at least 

that way I knew that I would get dinner on 

time. At least that way I could feed our 

children. At least that way the leftovers could 

be given to the dog. 

“I asked if I could cook because I can cook. Not 

because I simply wanted to, Rob. I mean this 

happens time after time and it results in us 

having to eat some bloody awful baked beans 

that have been left in the cupboard since your 

grandmother emerged from the devil’s womb.” 

God he irritates me. Where are the kids? 

Where are those kids? I feel like I never see 

them anymore. They’re either at school, 

bunking off school or plugged in upstairs. 

“JESS!” Oh don’t give me those eyes. I know 

you tried to reconcile with her a while back. 

You screwed it up though. God everything 

about him irritates my skin like an infection. 

Just his presence, his being. 

Rob  

“Darling just pour yourself a glass of wine and 

sit down next door. I’ll get this sorted, 

promise.”

Ok, yes, the kitchen is a mess.   Karen knows 

I’ll clean it up, so why can’t she just leave it 

alone for half an hour. That’s all I need. Ah. 

That’ll be the problem then. It’s the fact that 

she doesn’t trust me to clean up properly. That 

it’ll be ‘wrong’. By the end of that hypothetical, 

beautiful sounding half an hour, the kitchen 

will be even more of a tip without the white 

sauce stuck to the surfaces. I can’t win. 

Karen  

“Look Rob, how about you sit down. Without a 

glass of wine. Point that disheveled head of 

yours out of the window. And I’ll do dinner.”

Quel surprise. 

Jess  

“I thought Dad was doing dinner?”

Karen 

Oh that’s just ideal. That’s just ideal. The one 

moment that girl unplugs from her latest 

prepubescent excuse for a boy band, she 

manages to really stick her foot in it. 

“Your father is a belligerent moron; therefore I 

am doing dinner. Is that ok?”

She looks permanently sheet-white that girl. 

As if she’s had the colour sucked out of her. It 

looks like she has some kind of disease and it’s 

all due to those bloody screens. The white 

beams of light constantly emanating from the 

corner of a dark and disheveled room. One 

child at each end of the room with someone 

just as cyber addicted on the other end of the 

screen. It isn’t healthy. 

Jack Forbes
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Tattoo Parlour

A switch is flicked and whirring commences. 

Blinding white light spills out, desperate 

to smother the dull raffia floor. 

His hands, masked by latex, indecisively 

peruse the jewel-coloured bottles:  

garnet, iolite, peridot and topaz.

Oriental ornaments on the walls:  

an outspread fan, a samurai, a waving Buddha; 

all distractions from imminent pain. 

The light grows brighter at the soft 

approach of the humming needle.

Bella Imi
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Sonnet

You changed your name but couldn’t change your face, 

The face that spoke of lust and past heartbreak:  

You lost your love and fell too hard from grace, 

You lost the thing you thought they couldn’t take.

Now I see the emptiness in your eyes, 

The eyes that glimmered brightly as a star, 

A star that fell and found its own demise. 

No-one knows the pain you took so far.

Your lips are dry, cracked.  You uttered words of fear 

And your forbidden love cried out in the dark  

Just as you cried, finally.   Every tear 

Of yours scorched your face, was stark.

You couldn’t hide your past without a trace. 

You changed your name but couldn’t change your face.

Eliza Cameron (NC)



Scarlet

It starts with a promise. 

A clatter of clichés, ‘It’ll be our little secret,’ 

pinkies linked and hearts crossed, hoping to die.  

But the seed, the black itch begins to writhe 

wriggle in a loathsome lobe of grey matter. 

The box rattles, something scratches at the door. 

The whisper worms its way to reason. 

One can’t hurt. 

It’s spilled, burning tongue to eager ear, 

it’s dissected, slammed on an operating table,  

cross-examined, ligaments pulled, limbs twisted 

and put once more to bed. 

But the itch felt so good to scratch. 

Like the click of a knuckle, the crack of ice underfoot. 

So, when other spectators gather, it’s performed again. 

Before was a dress rehearsal – this is opening night. 

Every corner explored, every angle indulged. 

An addiction to this plunging spiral. 

The catastrophe is hungered for, hankered after. 

The spiral spreads like electricity through salacious mouths, 

like blood in water. 

You cavort in the red limelight. 

You dance in the gory rain. 

Deeper and deeper. 

Further and further – until 

You stand before a tear cut cheek: 

‘You said you wouldn’t tell.’

Izzy Woodhouse
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Review: An Ideal Husband

Metaphorical hats must be doffed in praise of the cast of ‘An Ideal 

Husband.’  Granted, Oscar Wilde’s nimble, fast-paced and unrelenting 

dialogue is a theatrical safety-net of sorts, guaranteeing titters of 

mirth from the audience at one moment, tut-tuts of moral 

condemnation the next.  However, it takes a certain amount of 

comedic timing and emotional insight to exhibit not only the frivolous 

facade of Wilde’s Victorian society, but also the virulent 

unscrupulousness that lingers never far from the surface. 

Perhaps the most impressive aspect of this performance was the first 

scene.  As opening scenes go, this one was elegant (string quartet: 

check), polished (I didn’t count, but I’d say roughly 300 characters 

entered and exited the stage in under a minute) and most certainly 

humorous (Imo Redpath and Maeve Mahoney were particularly 

entertaining as the gloriously superficial duo Mrs. Marchmont and 

Lady Basildon). 

‘I am not in a mood to-night for silver twilights, or rose-pink dawns.   

I want to talk business.’ (Mrs Cheveley) 

With more costume changes than Cher in Clueless - 56, in case you 

ever wondered - Mrs Cheveley (played by Tabitha Syrett) presented 

the audience with the sumptuous decadence of the Victorian elite; yet, 

she also showed a wily self-possession and business-mindedness 

almost anachronistic for a Victorian woman.  Jolly Reid presented Sir 

Robert Chiltern, in all his bumbling and painful humanness, as the 

English gentleman trapped between public purity and private 

corruption by Mrs Cheveley’s manipulative machinations.   

‘Nothing is so dangerous as being too modern.  One is apt to grow 

old-fashioned quite suddenly.’ (Lady Markby) 

While Jolly’s morally tortured character didn’t afford the audience a 

barrel of laughs, Cathy Liney was unparalleled as Lady Markby, a 

‘kindly, popular woman, with grey hair à la marquise and good lace.’ 

Comedic timing and conviction of performance meant that Cathy 

(along with many others) had yet to recite her character’s 

inexhaustible epigrams before the audience began to chuckle in 

appreciation of her very presence.  

This was a very satisfying performance. Most importantly, there was a 

sense that the actors themselves were relishing the subtlety of such a 

script, which makes for more comfortable and enjoyable viewing for 

the audience themselves. And one left the Ellis Theatre feeling a little 

more intelligent (always a good thing) having absorbed two hours’ 

worth of Wildean witticisms.

Rosie Shaw
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